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Kenneth M. Cuno 
JOINT  FAMILY HOUSEHOLDS AND RURAL 
NOTABLES IN  19TH-CENTURY EGYPT 
During the past thirty years, the study of the family in European history has devel- 
oped with a strong comparative emphasis.' In contrast, the study of the family in 
Middle East history has hardly begun, even though the family is assumed to have 
had a major role in "the structuring of economic, political, and social relations," as 
Judith Tucker has noted.2 This article takes up the theme of the family in the eco- 
nomic, political, and social context of 19th-century rural Egypt. Its purpose is, first 
of all, to explicate the prevailing joint household formation system in relation to the 
system of landholding, drawing upon fatwas and supporting evidence. Second, it 
argues that rural notable families in particular had a tendency to form large joint 
households and that this was related to the reproduction and enhancement of their 
economic and political status. Specifically, the maintenance of a joint household 
appears to have been a way of avoiding the fragmentation of land through inheri- 
tance. After the middle of the 19th century, when it appeared that the coherence and 
durability of the joint family household were threatened, the notables sought to 
strengthen it through legislation. Their involvement in the law reform process 
contradicts the progressive, linear model of social and legal change that is often 
applied in 19th-century Egyptian history. 
THE JOINT HOUSEHOLD SYSTEM AND  THE NOTABLES 
John Hajnal defined a household as a group of persons eating and living together, 
under the same roof or in the same c~mpound .~  Following E. A. Hammel and Peter 
Laslett, a simple family household is one that contains no more than a single conju- 
gal pair, with or without children. Two or more related conjugal pairs make a mul-
tiple family household, also often called a joint family household. Its variations 
include a stem-type household containing a couple and a married son, and a house- 
hold of brothers, also called a fr2r2che. Societies have a propensity to form one or 
another type of household. In premodern Europe, a simple household system pre- 
vailed in the northwest, and joint household systems were characteristic of Medi- 
terranean and eastern Europe. In the 20th century, India and China also have had 
joint household system^.^ According to Hajnal, the distinguishing feature of a joint 
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household system is that "the majority of people [are] members of a joint house- 
hold at some stage in their lives," although usually the majority of households are 
not joint.5 
In any society, then, the mean household size is less meaningful than whether, in 
the course of the domestic cycle, a significant number of simple households evolve 
into joint households. In the Middle East, for example, simple households have pre- 
dominated in this century and probably did so in earlier times.6 Yet, as Alan Duben 
found in T~ r k e y , ~  there appears to have been a joint household system in Egypt in 
the early 20th century. In 1917, the first year for which nationwide data on house- 
holds are available, the mean household size among Egyptian subjects was 6.33,but 
a majority of Egyptians (about 58%) lived in households consisting of seven or 
more member^.^ Although the size of a household is not certain proof of its struc- 
ture, those of seven and more members are more likely to have been joint than 
simple, even allowing for p~ lygyny .~  
Around the turn of the century, the urban elite in Egypt formed large joint house- 
holds.1° The subsequent obsolescence of the joint household in this class may be re- 
lated to the end of the harem system, the use of "Western" domestic architecture, 
and perhaps a tendency to identify the independent simple family household with 
modernity-subjects that deserve study but are beyond the bounds of this essay. In 
the countryside, joint household formation has persisted among landholding fami- 
lies engaged primarily in agriculture." My earlier research suggested in particular 
a tendency on the part of the 19th-century rural notables to form joint households. 
Notable families were distinguished from other village families by their possession 
of wealth together with power. Often they held the most land and maintained a semi- 
heriditary hold on the positions of village shaykh and 'urnda (headman). Beginning 
in the middle of the century, many of these families rose in wealth and prestige, 
established urban branches, and moved into the political and cultural elite.'* 
We have some descriptions of notable households that clearly were joint. In 1846 
in the village of Kafr al-Mandara in al-Daqahliyya province, Joseph Hekekyan de- 
scribed a village shaykh as living together with his mother, his wives, and their mar- 
ried children in a large compound, which was entered through a single gate. Within 
it there were separate quarters for each of the conjugal pairs.13 In the early 1880s, 
D. MacKenzie Wallace described an =urnda in Lower Egypt, the wealthiest man in 
the village, as presiding over a household of fifty-five persons, including his four 
married sons and their families. The "paternal inheritance," he wrote, "is kept undi- 
vided, and all the moveable property . . . are possessed in common."14 
Other reports described the houses of the notables as larger (and more luxurious) 
than those of the other villagers. A joint household might reside in a traditional- 
style compound of the sort described by Hekekyan, but from about the middle of 
the century many notables built large houses in the new riirni style associated with 
the ruling elite.15 One such house was built by the 'umda of Kafr Ghannam in 
al-Daqahliyya in the 1850s: 
Two stories high with a veranda, it towered over the village huts. This symbol of distinction 
was reinforced by erection of an immense wall approximately ten feet high, one hundred yards 
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long, and seventy-five yards wide which enclosed the family property. Two other houses for 
family members were built within the compound. The rear portion was taken up by stables and 
storage houses for the processing and holding of grain and other supplies.'6 
The new architectural style may have influenced household size, but even so there 
appears to have been a correlation between notable status and joint household 
formation. 
The 19th-century evidence is consistent, moreover, with what has been observed 
in other agrarian societies and in the modern Middle East itself. Robert Wheaton 
has noted that "the size and complexity of households is, in pre-industrial societies, 
closely related to the amount of property which they have at their disposal."17 Simi- 
larly, Daniel Bates and Amal Rassam have observed that in the modern Middle 
East joint households have been characteristic of powerful rural families control- 
ling large amounts of land. A recent study found in Upper Egypt a "significant 
positive correlation between land owned, large animal production, and household 
size." Thus, despite such factors as the growing labor-to-land ratio, the spread of 
waged and nonagricultural work, and rural-to-urban migration, joint family house- 
holds have not disappeared from the rural scene. Large households are still able to 
organize labor efficiently, and their size is an advantage when competing for local 
resources. ls 
FATWAS AS A SOURCE FOR FAMILY HISTORY 
The following sections discuss the characteristics of rural joint households as they 
appear in the fatwas of Muhammad al-Abbasi al-Mahdi, the supreme mufti of Egypt 
from 1847 to 1897.19 I have chosen this source in part because my earlier research 
in the shariCa court records of al-Mansura, a provincial market town, did not yield 
adequate information on rural household formation,20 whereas al-Mahdi's fatwa col- 
lection contains many pertinent cases. As it is published, it is, moreover, easily 
accessible. As a source it has certain limitations (discussed later) due to which the 
present study should be regarded as the opening of a discussion of Egyptian family 
history and not as the final word. A full treatment of the subject will require exten- 
sive use of additional shariCa court record series and population registers from the 
mid and late 19th century, sources that have been cataloged and made available to 
researchers only recently.21 
Fatwas are authoritative legal rulings issued by a mufti (jurisconsult). The stan- 
dard form is a question followed by an answer. Beyond that simple definition, the 
role of muftis, the questions they have addressed, and hence the nature of fatwas 
have varied greatly.22 Shaykh al-Mahdi stood at the apex of the judicial system at 
a time when the state was asserting steadily greater authority over Egyptian society, 
hence most of his fatwas deal with questions raised in real litigation. As for their 
"representativeness," the fatwas appear to have come from all of Lower Egypt and 
al-Jiza province. Internal evidence does not indicate an "upper-class" bias, in spite 
of the fees required of litigants, since many of the plaintiffs were socially weak 
persons such as peasants, women, and orphans. However, this collection is not a 
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statistically representative sample of the cases the mufti heard, but rather a selection 
intended to illustrate a variety of legal situations. For this reason the fatwas will 
bear no quantitative use, although they are a good source of qualitative evidence.23 
In order to investigate rural households, I defined a family as "rural" only if 
miri land was held or claimed. Miri land, in Egypt also called athar and khardj 
land, was state revenue land until it began to be converted to private ownership in 
the last quarter of the 19th century, and it was held in usufruct predominantly by 
village families.24 Although the fatwas date from 1847 to the early 1880s, this 
method yielded evidence for roughly the middle third of the century, since many 
cases originated before the appointment of the mufti, and after the mid-1860s 
there were fewer suitable fatwas because the land law of 1858 removed most land 
questions from the jurisdiction of the religious law. 
Fatwas that deal with inheritance issues are the most suitable for reconstructing 
family histories and household structures. This study is based on evidence found in 
the chapters on the land tax (al-khardj), partnerships (al-sharika), and gifts (al- 
hiba). The first contains numerous cases describing the devolution of land through 
successive generations within a family. The chapter on partnerships also deals with 
joint family households, due to their practice of not dividing a member's property 
and land at hislher death. An example was mentioned earlier: the Cumda's house- 
hold, in which the "paternal inheritance" was "kept undivided." Hanafi jurists inclu- 
ding al-Mahdi regarded the undivided property of a joint household as being held 
in a "proprietary partnership7' (sharikat milk) by the legal heirs.25 Because the split- 
ting of a joint household entailed the division of its land and property, the ensuing 
disputes were often treated according to the law of partnerships. The third chapter 
is pertinent because inter vivos gifts were a means of avoiding the division of one's 
property in Qur'anic shares, and so it contains fatwas in which the legal heirs sought 
to establish their rights. 
These cases must be used with caution, because they often do not provide com- 
plete accounts of the families involved. In cases concerned solely with establishing 
inheritance rights, it was necessary to mention only those family members through 
whom rights to property and land allegedly were transmitted. Non-kin within the 
household, such as servants and slaves, are hardly ever mentioned, nor are family 
members who died young, before inheriting. 
Among adults, women are often not mentioned due to the patrilineal devolution 
of land and virilocal marriage. Miri land was usually transmitted to male heirs, and 
in a case involving land that passed through an unbroken male line the female mem- 
bers of the family might not be mentioned at all. An aspect of virilocal marriage was 
the tendency for out-marrying women to leave their inheritance shares in the cus- 
tody of the head of their natal h o u s e h ~ l d . ~ ~  Those who failed to claim a share (and 
thus to transmit part of the estate to the next generation) might thereby be omitted 
from the account of their natal family as rendered in a fatwa. Uxorilocal marriages 
occurred when women inherited land (or expected to, in the absence of male 
heirs),27 and in such cases a fatwa could omit mention of an in-marrying man since 
he was not one of the members of the household through whom its property and land 
were transmitted. An estimated 20 percent of conjugal pairs had only female heirs.28 
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THE CONCEPT OF THE HOUSEHOLD 
The Egyptian concept of the household was similar to that found in many other cul- 
tures, in which it has been understood "as consisting of those depending on one 
head and sharing the same stock of food."29 The term most often used in the fatwas 
for household in this sense is macisha: a family living as a household were usually 
described as being "in a single household" (fZ maCisha wdhida). MaCisha also means 
"subsistence," and there are some additional references to joint subsistence. A man 
who remained in his father's household was described as "eating and drinking" in 
it, a blind man who joined his brother's household as a dependent was said to have 
begun "to eat and drink" there, and when a household of two brothers split it was 
said that "they separated from one another in food and drink."30 
A word used less often was CdJila,a rather elastic term that can mean "family" 
in different senses as well as "household." Two brothers who continued working to- 
gether without dividing the property and land of their father were described redun- 
dantly as in a single household (macisha wdhida) and a single family/household 
(CdJila wdhida), and three brothers who joined their four nephews to form a house- 
hold were described as working "as a single family/household" (CdJila ~ d h i d a ) . ~ '  
The term CdJilawas employed more often to connote dependence. Children, in- 
cluding adult sons, who lived in their father's household, were described as being 
"in his family/household" (fiCdJilatihi),the expression signaling their status as de- 
pendents of the household head. A redundantly worded fatwa shows this quite 
clearly by describing a man in the question as having been "in the household (maci-
sha) of his father and [among] his dependents" and referring to him in the answer 
as "in the family/household (CdJila)of his father."32 The same expression was used 
for other dependents, such as younger brothers, nephews, or an invalid or "retired" 
father or grandfather. Regardless of the kin relationship, all dependents were "in the 
CdJila"33of the household head. 
Although the fatwas used language referring to shared subsistence and the de- 
pendence of members on the head, there were no references to the household as a 
unit of production. Indeed, not every household was a productive unit. The mem- 
bers of some households had property or land of their own outside of what was held 
and managed jointly, which they had acquired through inheritance or by working on 
their own. In still other households, one or more members worked independently 
and did not contribute all of their earnings to a common fund. Moreover, not all 
parcels of land were farmed by single households, as some were managed jointly by 
separate household^.^^ 
SUCCESSION OF THE HEAD  AND  INHERITANCE  
The fatwas show that in rural Egypt the head of a household was usually the oldest 
capable male, and that he was usually succeeded by the next oldest, excluding non- 
relations. Succession was also closely related to the inheritance of land-that is, the 
inheritance of landholding rights, since miri land legally was not the property of its 
cultivators. Prior to the Egyptian land law of 1858, this distinction justified the 
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exemption of miri land from the Qur'anic law of i n h e r i t a n~ e , ~~  which requires the 
division of property in fixed shares among several heirs of both sexes. 
The pre-1858 law gave sons priority in the inheritance of miri land rights.36 TWO 
or more sons could divide the land into equal shares, and sometimes this was done. 
In Egyptian joint households, however, the principle of seniority governed inheri- 
tance and succession, the land remaining undivided while successive heads con- 
trolled it. An illustration is provided by a fatwa issued in 1852 that reveals the history 
of a household beginning with two brothers in a fr2r2che. The older brother was sur- 
vived at his death by three wives, four daughters, and a son, who were adults, and 
four minor daughters. The younger brother married one of the widows and took con- 
trol of all of the land, livestock, and capital, while his nephew (the son of the older 
brother) remained in the household. When the younger brother died, he was sur- 
vived by two wives and an adult daughter, and eight minor sons and daughters. At 
that point, his nephew took control of all of the family's land and other assets.37 
Recognition of the oldest capable male as head was the consistent pattern found 
in households of brothers,38 cousins,39 and uncles and nephews, regardless of whe- 
ther the oldest was an uncle40 or a nephew.41 Exceptions to the principle of seniority 
apparently involved the incapacity of the eldest and/or his retirement. Thus, there 
were households containing a father and sons in which the father designated his 
oldest son as the head,42 and others consisting of an uncle and nephews in which a 
younger nephew was put in charge.43 
The term kabir al-cii'ila-meaning head of household, though literally "the old- 
est (male) in the family/household7'-was current in the 19th century, as evidenced 
by its use in a fatwa in 1866.44 More often, the head was identified in terms of his 
role as the "manager" (al-mutasarrif) of the household's affairs. The link between 
seniority and the managerial role is apparent in the following description of the 
operation of a household that appeared in a fatwa issued in 1851, concerning: 
two brothers whose father died and left them a legal inheritance of goods, immovables, land, 
livestock, and so on; and no division [of that estate] between them occurred, and they con- 
tinued in a single household (macisha)and a single family (Cil'ila), and all of their income 
in the household (mahall)was shared between them; and they began to acquire new goods 
and properties, while one of them entrusted the management (al- ta~arruf)to the other be- 
cause he was older than he. . . . 45 
In another case, the oldest brother in a fr2r2che was described as "the leader" (al- 
mu t ~q add im ) . ~~  
Some fatwas corroborate this observable pattern by stating that customarily the 
oldest male succeeded the head of a household and all of the family's land was 
registered in his name. The land registers were important in proving one's right to 
land, since plots had begun to be recorded in the names of individual holders in 
the cadaster of 18 1 3-14.47 Registration of the land of a family in the name of its 
head merely reflected his control of its resources. In a case already cited it was 
stated that the land of a fr2r2che was registered in the name of "the oldest (kabir 
al-cii'ila) . . . in accordance with the practice of minor and adult children," although 
the brothers were adults by then. In 1880, another fatwa noted that this was done 
"according to the custom."48 The fatwas contain additional references to households 
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of brothers, uncles and nephews, and cousins, the land of which was registered in 
the name of one of them.49 
Women also inherited land rights and headed households, although in every case 
found this was due to the absence of a capable male within the household. In Otto- 
man law and Egyptian practice, the substitution of a female in the absence of a male 
heir to land was permitted, and this meant in effect that she became the household 
head. To judge from the fatwas and other evidence, the female successors were usu- 
ally adult daughters or widows with minor children and nearly always in simple 
household^.^^ An example occurred in a fatwa issued in 1854 involving the house- 
hold of a man who died leaving a house, a mill and other property, and some miri 
land, and who was survived by his wife, a son, and two daughters, all of the children 
being minors. The estate of the deceased remained undivided, and his widow kept 
possession of the land, using the profit from the estate to build a waterwheel. After 
her death, her son, now an adult, took over the management role, succeeding his 
mother as the household headss1 Women as landholding household heads appeared 
often in the fatwas, perhaps because their rights were often challenged by male 
relatives. Since a fifth of conjugal pairs may have had only female heirs, female- 
headed households cannot have been extremely rare.52 
THE JOINT HOUSEHOLD CYCLE AND ECONOMIC STRATEGIES 
James Lee and Jon Gjerde have devised a model joint household cycle consisting 
of six stages. It begins with a simple family household consisting of a married 
couple and children. In stage 2, the sons bring wives into the household, transform- 
ing it into a joint household. In stage 3, the household is a frMche, consisting of bro- 
thers, after the father dies. In stage 4, the household consists of uncles and nephews 
after the death of one or more of the brothers. Stage 5 is a household of cousins, and 
in stage 6 it splits into simple family household^.^^ 
Some Egyptian households passed through all of the stages described by Lee and 
Gjerde. A fatwa issued in 1855 concerned a household that had begun, years earlier, 
with a man and two sons. The sons remained together after the death of their father. 
The first of the brothers to die was survived by a minor son who remained in the 
household with his uncle. When the uncle (the second brother) died, he was sur- 
vived by two sons, who remained for a time in the same household with their older 
cousin, until he sought to separate.54 If all three cousins were married, the result was 
one simple family household and one fr&r&che. 
To be sure, not all joint households were formed in conformity with Lee and 
Gjerde's model. Some were formed when related but previously separate simple 
households pooled their resources and began to eat from the same pot. A decision 
in 1866 involved the equivalent of a fourth-stage joint household, formed when 
three brothers and their paternal uncle "combined in one household and one work 
effort." None of them owned any property beforehand, but together they eventually 
acquired a house, two-thirds of a mill, and a piece of miri land.55 In 1859 the mufti 
decided another case involving a joint household that was formed after a man mar- 
ried the widow of his cousin. The woman brought with her a minor son from her 
previous marriage, and bore three more sons to her new husband. He also took a 
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second wife and had a fourth son by her. After his death, his sons remained with 
their cousin for some years in the equivalent of a fifth-stage joint household (as- 
suming they were married), working together, and accumulating additional land, 
livestock, and buildings until deciding to separate.56 
The cases just mentioned suggest that differing economic circumstances pro- 
moted the formation of joint households in rural Egypt-or to put it differently, that 
joint household formation served certain economic "strategies," the purpose of which 
was to insure the continuity of a lineage and the preservation or improvement of its 
status.57 The second and third cases are suggestive of the labor economy that could 
be achieved within larger households, as noted by Bates and Rassam. A similar ad- 
vantage could be gained by combining relatively small amounts of land and capital. 
Hence, the persistence of the fr&rkche in al-Sharqiyya province in the 1930s was 
explained in terms of the brothers' desire not to divide the land of their father but 
to keep it as a single unit.58 
The third case also suggests that in some situations the need to provide for rela- 
tives who were young, old, infirm, or simply needy resulted in the formation of "ex- 
tended"59 as well as joint households. In it a widow with a minor child was left a 
legacy of only a small house. Marriage was a way to include her and her son in the 
household of her late husband's cousin. Earlier, several other cases were cited in 
which a man took in his aged father, a brother, or other relatives as dependents. 
In all three of these cases, the maintenance of a joint household from one gen- 
eration to the next also seems to have involved a "strategy of heirship," to borrow 
Jack Goody's term.60 This strategy appears to have stemmed from two realities. One 
was the system of devolution of land rights in which only sons were assured of 
inheritance, and the other was the probability of a family not having male heirs. 
Miri land, it will be recalled, was not owned by its cultivators until its conversion 
into property during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Before 1858, in law 
and Egyptian custom, sons alone had an unquestioned right to inherit land rights. 
Although female heirs could and did inherit in the absence of sons, there was no 
guarantee of that in law or in practice.61 In the absence of male heirs, and regardless 
of whether there were female heirs or none at all, the land was reassigned by a local 
official (a village shaykh or a provincial official). The recipient was usually from the 
same village, and perhaps a relative of the former holder, but not always a close re- 
lation. Even when the official allowed a daughter to inherit land, eventually she 
would pass it on to her and her husband's children, and it would be lost to the male 
lineage of her natal family. This seems to be the reason why many suits challenging 
the rights of women to land came from male agnatic relatives.62 
Because an estimated one-fifth of conjugal pairs had only female heirs, while an- 
other fifth had no heirs at all,63 simple family households ran a higher risk of not 
having male heirs than joint family households. In a household containing more than 
one conjugal pair of child-bearing age, as in a fr&r&che,the risk was progressively 
reduced with each additional pair. If one of the pairs had no male heirs, no land was 
lost to the lineage. Since there was no division of land and property within the 
household, a single male heir would suffice for its perpetuation and the preservation 
of its land. To judge from recent studies, households of brothers, uncles and neph- 
ews, and cousins were more likely to split after two or more of the conjugal pairs 
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had mature sons.64 Indeed, it seems that in most of the cases found, joint households 
such as these split after a period of time together, which suggests that the maturation 
of sons was an important factor in the timing. 
Duben found a different pattern in rural Turkey, where it appeared that house- 
holds of brothers split "upon, or soon after, the death of the patriarch." He attributed 
this to a relative abundance of land-the brothers could enlarge their holdings "by 
plowing under pasturage . . . adjacent to their village^."^^ Egyptian villagers could 
not enlarge their holdings that easily. Whereas most agriculture in Turkey is irri- 
gated by rain and snow, in Egypt it is entirely dependent on artificial irrigation. To 
be made productive, uncultivated land in Egypt either had to have water brought to 
it or, in the northern Delta, drained from it. The erection of dikes, the excavation 
of canals and wells, and the building of waterwheels were beyond the means of all 
but the wealthiest, and, of course, the state. Although the cultivated area expanded 
in the 19th century, most of the new lands became estates of the elite. In the second 
half of the century, the overall land-to-population ratio declined due to demographic 
growth, and the amount of miri land declined absolutely due to the conversion of 
some of it into estates.66 In Egypt, unlike Turkey, land for villagers was scarce and 
became more so during the 19th century. 
THE  AUTHORITY OF  THE  HOUSEHOLD  HEAD  
In his memoirs, Ahmad Shafiq recalled the father-son relationship in his natal 
home, an end-of-the-century upper-class urban household: 
The respect of children for their parents was great, for in the morning I used to go to my 
father and kiss his hand, and I would not sit until he gave me permission. My older brother 
did not smoke in his father's presence up to his death, even though he was an adult. A son 
would reside in the family house even though he was married, or an official [i.e., earning an 
independent income], without paying anything of the expenses; that was the responsibility 
of the master of the family (rabb al-usra). As for the salary of the son, it was left to him to 
spend on his personal needs, and the expense of supporting his wife was like that. Every 
son had his own wing of the house in which to reside along with his wife, among the 
[larger] family.67 
The retrospective tone indicates that by the 1930s, when Shafiq wrote this, large 
joint family households were no longer typical of his class. The other remarkable 
thing about this passage is the way it illustrates how the authority of a household 
head was related to the wealth and structure of the household. 
Wealthy families tended to form joint households in part because they possessed 
sufficient resources to support a large number of people. Similarly, the authority of 
the head derived in part from control of those resources. In contrast, the poorest 
families had too few resources to permit the formation of joint households. In the 
1880s, for example, Wallace depicted a typical poor villager as a landless share- 
cropper who owned neither livestock nor any of the larger agricultural implements, 
and who presided over a simple household consisting of only his mother, his wife, 
and their children. This tallies with Wendell Cleland's conclusion, based on the 1927 
census, that the "average" peasant family, who did not own enough land to support 
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themselves, numbered five and consisted of a conjugal pair with either three chil- 
dren or two children and a dependent adult.68 
As for the effect of structure on authority, in the fatwas there is a strong contrast 
between joint households consisting of fathers and sons, on the one hand, and of 
brothers, uncles and nephews, or cousins, on the other. In the former type, the patri- 
arch's control of all or nearly all resources and his sons' dependence is as evident 
as it is in Shafiq's memoirs, whereas in the latter there is greater equality among 
the adult male members of the household. A dependent son in his father's house 
owed him obedience ( f i i ' ~ ) . ~ ~  If he lived in his father's household, worked with 
him, and had no land or capital of his own, legally he was regarded as "assisting" 
his father (mucin la-hu): he had no claim to the land and property of the household 
or to the fruits of his labor.70 
Three kinds of cases illustrated that relationship. First, there were suits raised by 
the widows of men who were survived by their fathers, in which the women claimed 
that they were owed something as an inheritance andlor for the remainder of the 
bridal gift.71 If the deceased had no property of his own and had been "assisting" 
his father, then legally he left no estate. Everything belonged to his father, who was 
not obliged to compensate the widow of his son.72 The same principle applied to 
other dependents such as brothers, "retired fathers, and other relations.73 The second 
kind of case concerned the departure of a son from his natal household. Sometimes 
these were amicable separations in which the father ceded land to his son or gave 
him a draft animal or other property.74 At other times an independent son (or one 
desiring to be) demanded some of the property and land of his natal household and 
was opposed by his father. These claims were always ruled invalid.75 The third kind 
of case illustrates the ability of a patriarch to control the marriage of his dependents. 
There are references to household heads as the ones who "married" (zawwaja) a son 
or a dependent brother to a wife, and one case reveals the frustration of a man who 
could not marry because his father would not pay for his bridal gift and wedding 
banquet.76 Having no assets of their own, dependent males needed the agreement of 
the household head, who controlled the family's resources, to marry. 
Power was potentially less concentrated when brothers remained together after 
their father's death, since each was due an equal share in the family's land and prop- 
erty. Legally, if adults, any of the brothers could leave and take his share. The same 
was true of households consisting of uncles and nephews, or cousins, provided that 
each was an adult and had rights to the jointly held land and property. 
This difference is illustrated well in fatwas concerning disputes that arose when 
households of the latter type split. In one case, it was established that after the death 
of their father three brothers "began to work and earn together while in a single 
household." What they accumulated was theirs jointly, and when the eldest, acting 
as their agent, bought a portion of a house with these funds, the contract was written 
in the names of all of them.77 In other examples, a man in a household together with 
his sons and nephews were described as being "one hand" in income and expenses, 
and three brothers who joined their uncle in a single household also combined in "a 
single work effort" ~ d h i d ) . ~ ~The members of such households were said to 
have "a single income" (kasb wdhid or iktisdb ~ d h i d ) . ~ ~  For them, marriage deci- 
sions were subject to the agreement of the others who had rights to the jointly held 
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capital, since a portion of it would have to be spent for the bridal gift and cere- 
m~ny.~ONevertheless, in households such as these, the oldest male was usually the 
head, and this gave him a degree of authority that he could abuse. He might utilize 
the family's joint capital for his own benefit,x1 or when the household split, he might 
demand most of the land simply on the basis that he was the oldest.82 
Since the other members of the household could protect their rights by recourse 
to the law, as the fatwas show, the law and the extent of its enforcement must be 
counted as also affecting the authority of household heads. Beginning in the 1850s, 
the law affecting inheritance and household formation was reformed. The notables, 
who had every interest in protecting their positions as the heads of large joint house- 
holds, played a role in the reform process. 
THE JOINT HOUSEHOLD AND  THE LAND  LAWS OF  1 8 5 8  AND  1869 
The participation of the notables in the law reform process was a consequence of 
their recruitment into the agrarian administration since the beginning of the 19th 
century. There also was a tradition of consulting with them on matters affecting 
agriculture and the rural society. Hence, it is not surprising that the interests of the 
notables were reflected in the laws of 1858 and 1869 insofar as they sought to 
strengthen the joint household and to increase the authority of its head. 
The influence of the notables on the drafting of the 1858 law may be inferred 
from the preamble, which states that it was drawn up by the judicial-administrative 
council Majlis al-Ahkdm, and that the provincial governors, among others, were 
consulted. Majlis al-Ahkdm was comprised of notables as well as high government 
officials,x3 and some of the provincial governors were also leading notables, like 
al-Sayyid Abaza Bey and Hasan al-Sharici Bey.84 The role of the notables in the 
writing of the 1869 law requires no inference at all, for it was proposed by the 
Assembly of Delegates (Majlis Shiird al-Nuwwdb), a body comprised nearly entirely 
of notables.85 
A famous provision of the 1858 law was the application of the Qur'anic inheri- 
tance law to miri land (Article I),@' whereas previously sons had been given priority 
in inheritance. This was not as revolutionary as it might seem, since Article I1 
endorsed the custom of nondivision associated with the joint household. Families 
that did not divide their land after the death of the household head but continued to 
live together under the direction of the oldest male were permitted to continue to do 
so. They were to record the shares of land due each member in a notarized docu- 
ment, and all of the land would continue to be registered in the name of the head. 
This was the first time that the joint household was mentioned in Egyptian law, 
and the purpose was to strengthen it and to reinforce the authority of its head, es- 
pecially when it consisted of brothers, uncles and nephews, and cousins. It did so 
by forbidding the younger men to separate without a "clear, blameless excuse," 
which had to be verified. This was "in order not to break up the family (CiiJila), and 
not to have the prosperity of the household (Cumariyyat al-mahall) decline, out of 
fear of the division of the rest of the family and the ruin of the house (bayt)." 
Why, it may be asked, was the joint household in need of strengthening? The 
answer appears to lie in the economic and demographic trends of the mid-century. 
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This was a time of prosperity, especially for the notables, and of demographic 
g r o ~ t h . ~ 'The decline in mortality meant that more male children survived to adult- 
hood, although in a joint household only one, the oldest, would be the head. This 
may have increased tensions and the likelihood of early splits in households of 
brothers, uncles and nephews, or cousins. The upward trend in agricultural prices 
would have encouraged this by making smaller landholdings economically more 
viable. This period has been seen as one in which the notables flourished, beginning 
to consolidate themselves as a class,88 yet paradoxically it seems that the conditions 
favoring that also threatened the coherence of the large joint households through 
which the notables reproduced their economic and political status. They responded 
by attempting to impede the splitting of households and to enhance the authority of 
household heads-that is, of themselves. 
Article I1 of the 1858 law proved inadequate, and so in 1869 the Assembly of Del- 
egates decided to forbid the division of land in inheritance, to bestow formally upon 
the household head the right to manage the family's jointly held land and property, 
and in the system of succession to abandon the principle of seniority for primogen- 
i t ~ r e . ~ ~The resulting law stated that it was issued to solve the problem of "the con- 
tinuation of the establishment of [separate] houses by the members of [existing] 
household^,"^^ and it contained the three provisions mentioned earlier. It deleted the 
section of Article I1 of the 1858 law that had restricted the ability of younger males 
to leave a household, thereby leaving no legal means by which that could be done, 
and in effect imposing a regime of impartible inheritance in miri land. Second, it 
gave the head of household responsibility for the comportment of the other mem- 
bers and granted him absolute authority over the other men in farming. Third, it 
specified the oldest son as the successor of the head instead of the oldest male. 
Yacoub Artin, an Ottoman-Egyptian official and no admirer of the notables, noted 
in this context that the division of the land of a household was "contrary . . . above 
all to the interests of the shaykhs al-balad and 'umdas, whose power lay in their 
landed wealth, and who dreaded above all the fragmentation of their lands, for fear 
of losing part of their infl~ence."~' This, indeed, seems to have been the motive be- 
hind Article I1 of the 1858 law as well as the 1869 law. 
It is at present impossible to tell whether or not this attempt to modify the pre- 
vailing system of inheritance, authority, and succession in rural households met 
with any success. If it did, its effect may have been attenuated by a decree in 1881 
that required the separate registration of the Qur'anic shares of land due each family 
member.92 Subsequently, the land settlement under British rule, in which miri hold- 
ings were declared to be privately owned property, subjected agricultural land once 
and for all to partible inheritance in accordance with Qur'anic law. 
CONCLUS ION  
This essay has described the household formation system in 19th-century rural 
Egypt. As in other agrarian societies, households in Egypt were understood in terms 
of joint subsistence and dependence. Patrilineal succession of household heads and 
inheritance of land was the norm. Due to their small size, simple family households 
ran a greater risk than joint family households of not having male heirs and, thus, 
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of the loss of their land to the lineage. This seems to have provided an incentive for 
households of brothers, uncles and nephews, and cousins to remain together at least 
until they had mature sons. 
Egypt's rural notables appear to have reproduced their political and economic sta- 
tus in part through the maintenance of large joint households, which among other 
things enabled them to avoid the fragmentation of land through inheritance. Al- 
though this is consistent with a correlation observed in other societies between 
wealth or resources controlled and joint household formation, it does not mean that 
only the notables (or only the wealthiest families) formed joint households. 
Presumably a less wealthy landholding family would be just as concerned with 
reproducing or improving its status and would also resort to a strategy of keeping 
a household of brothers, uncles and nephews, or cousins together until there were 
mature sons. In addition, and as was mentioned earlier, joint household formation 
served other economic "strategies" of interest to the less well-off, such as the 
achievement of labor economy. 
The behavior of the wealthier strata may also have affected cultural preferences 
generally, as Wheaton has suggested for Europe: 
Since the social preferences of persons with property are often emulated by those beneath 
them, they have a disproportionate inf uence throughout the society. If the wealthier members 
of a society show a preference for a complex type of household structure, this household type 
acquires a certain prestige, and we can argue that the society has a bias toward it, although its 
numerical incidence may be relatively slight.93 
Thus, it is likely that a joint household formation system prevailed in 19th-century 
rural Egypt. That is not to say that a majority of households was joint, which is 
unlikely, but that most persons were members of a joint household at some point 
in their lives.94 
If there was a societywide tendency to form joint households, the households 
formed by the rural notables appear to have been among the largest and most en- 
during, and after the middle of the century they influenced the legislative process 
to protect and strengthen the household against the effects of economic and demo- 
graphic change. This response contradicts the linear models of social change that 
scholars have often applied to Egypt, according to which market forces dissolved 
traditional, communal forms of social organization and landholding. 
Once partible inheritance was established in law, there were still various means 
by which rural families could avoid the fragmentation of their holdings. At least 
some notable families continued the practice of not dividing their land, albeit in 
modified form. Hawa Idris told Eric Davis that in the early 20th century, in families 
such as hers (the Sultan-Shacrawi family), the land of deceased members was not 
immediately divided among their heirs. "Instead the [entire extended] family met, 
usually after a period of . . . as long as twenty years, and distributed all of the land 
of the deceased."95 This was perfectly legal, provided that all the heirs consented. 
Female heirs now received land. However, marriage strategies were adjusted accord- 
ingly, so that "pressures were exerted upon all members of the family to marry 
within the extended family network as opposed to marrying into other large 
landowning families."96 
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There is no reason to presume that patterns of marriage, including the incidence 
of first-cousin marriage, were unchanging before 1900-no more so than for presu- 
ming that patterns of household formation were immutable. These and other behav- 
iors are likely to have been adjusted as the economic, demographic, and legal 
circumstances changed. What seems to have been a consistent factor was the inge- 
nuity of many families in avoiding the fragmentation of their lands. 
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